REVOLUTIONARY PUBLISHING SOLUTION
Wordeee’s premium social platform and literary hub is revolutionizing book publishing by unleashing the
power and value of the “sharing economy” to drive greater success and ever-accelerated connection for
authors and their reading audience.
Wordeee’s ecosystem, a full-service publishing platform which includes robust promotional, marketing and
social tools, enables emerging and well-established authors’ to unlock their creativity. Authors can create,
publish, distribute their work and connect seamlessly with their worldwide audience. Every author can beneﬁt
from Wordeee’s capability to extend and cross-platform their written works into other formats such as audio,
video, movies and beyond. Literary Lounges, our unique window to the world space, allows authors to
discover hidden values locked inside their works and begin to monetize those overlooked and inherent
assets that this new economy put at their ﬁngertips.

GREATER AUTHOR SUCCESS

TEAM SUCCESS STORIES

Authors beneﬁt from Wordeee’s platform and solutions in many ways:

Maya Angelou

Full service one-stop end-to-end system
Enhanced publishing services platform - interactive high tech/high touch
Signiﬁcantly faster publishing timeframe: months rather than years
Easy access to sales performance matrix

Former SecState James Baker
Peter Buﬀett
President George H.W. Bush
President Bill Clinton
Former SecState Hillary Clinton
Misty Copeland
President John Dramani
Elizabeth Gilbert

Better royalty margins to authors: from book one

Malcolm Gladwell
Michael Graves

Easy direct payment access to royalty statements
Unique marketing opportunities/highly supportive author community
Strong connection & access to fan community

Taraji Henson
Paris Hilton
Khalid Hosseni
Iman
Paul Jabara

Global audience access

Janet Jackson

Flexibility to create new work readily

Jay Manuel

Spike Lee
Yan Mantel

ACCELERATING FAN - AUTHOR CONNECTION
Fans attain unprecedented access:
To authors

Ziggy Marley
Toni Morrison
Suzie Orman
I.M. Pei
President Ronald Reagan
Rihanna

To fan communities
To new, creative work
To diverse work

Kevin Roberts

Start a “Submit New Book” process from
your dashboard, ﬁll up the required
details and upload your manuscript. Pay
a $50 editorial assessment fee. This fee
is credited against services/publication
fees once your book is accepted.

Wordeee Reviews the book and
either accepts your manuscript, or
requests a list of services needed
to be purchased.

AUTHOR
LOUNGE

An e-pub is then generated and the book is
assigned a release date. You can request
additional services from your dashboard to
further promote and market your work.

